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Jakarta intensifies East

Timor offensive
Church sources in East Timor informed Australian aid

agencies in May that Jakarta had 14,000 troops in East
Timor poised for a final assault against the Fretilin-led
resistance.

The Church officials expected the assault to occur dur
ing May, following a recent lull in the fighting.

According to the sources, the Commander-in-chief of
Indonesia's armed forces, General Benny Murdani, has
ordered the assault in the belief that a final push would suc
cessfully eliminate remaining armed resistance, whose
numbers the Church puts at 1400-1800. The sources
report that Jakarta's sustained, large-scale offensive, laun
ched last August, has resulted in casualties and loss of life
amongst the resistance.

Last August, General Murdani declared he would throw
'the full weight of Indonesia's arsenal' at Fretilin and show
no mercy', if they did not surrender. A continuing flow of
reports demonstrate he did precisely this. For example,
AFP reported from Jakarta on Feb. 19, 1984- that 'elite
(Kopassandha) battalions, backed by helicopters,
AMX-13 tanks and Bronco OV 10 fighter planes, are being
led by Colonel Rudito, a field officer who has resolved to
fight to the end'. And in March a Dutch journalist injakar-
ta wrote, 'heavy fighting is still going on, particularly in the
mountains . . . In the past few months, the fighting has
greatly intensified. The Indonesian troops are ill-prepared
to cope with the tactics of the guerillas and are not harden
ed enough for the fight'. (NRC Handelsblad March 1984)

This assessment echoes the views of the late General Ali

Murtopo on the situation in Timor. Hinting that the
regular soldiers are simply incapable of dealing with
guerillas, Murtopo, himself a former guerilla fighter
against the Dutch, is reported as saying in February, 'The
smaller the guerilla, the more difficult he is to catch. That's
especially true in East Timor, because the living standard is
so low that the people are used to existing on virtually
nothing. They live within their environment. They know
where the water is. And soldiers just can't do that . . . so
our army is shooting at shadows'. {Toronto Globe and Mail,
10 February 1984)

For its part, Fretilin claims to have out-manoeuvred
Indonesia. Fretilin communiques from inside Timor have
repeatedly claimed not only to have eluded Indonesian
attempts at encirclement but to have successfully launched
counter-offensives, opening new fronts in an escalating
guerilla campaign.
The latest communique, released to journalists in

Lisbon in April, comprises 39 handwritten pages of code

said to be reports of two guerilla command meetings held in
the Nakroma district, March 16-18. {Canberra Times, 17
April 1984) Stressing Fretilin's 'tactical superiority' the
document claims Fretilin has extended armed operations
in new areas particularly along the northern stretch of the
border with West Timor. 'The Indonesians are growing
more and more demoralised by the fact that our activities
cover almost the whole territory', one extract reads.

Forced conscription of civilians

According to the communique, in January and February
civilians were forcibly enlisted in the drive against Fretilin.
This concurs with claims made in a statement delivered by
Timorese seminarians to the head of the Indonesian
Bishops Conference during a visit to Dili in January. 'One
action that critically threatens the people of Timor', the
statement reads, 'is the present military operation. For
now they are taking boys and men aged 12 to 50 to join in
the fighting — marched off into the forests without any
weapons. They have to move ahead of the battle front with
the military behind them'.
The Fretilin document also makes reference to what it

terms 'intimidation sessions' in which Indonesian soldiers
have publicly tortured and beaten suspected Fretilin sym
pathisers. In his letter of February 16 to Mgr Lopes in
Lisbon, the head of the Catholic Church in East Timor,
Mgr Belo, speaks in a similar vein of what he calls 'popular
judgments'. 'In Muapitini (Lospalos) and Iliomar there
have been popular judgments, that is, those implicated for
having contacts with the mountain areas have been killed
in front of the other inhabitants — with knives, swords and
by beating with sticks, and by their own family members
.  . .'. {The Age, 2 May 1984) Continued next page . . .
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Church persecuted

One disturbing new feature not previously reported in East
Timor is some direct harassment of the Catholic Church.
In their January statement to the visiting head of the Indo
nesian church, the Dili seminarians reported: 'Lately our
missionaries in a number of parishes have been pushed
around aggressively and their pastoral work stopped by the
army who suspect and accuse them of doing things to help
Fretilin. All they are doing, however, is in accordance with
the Bible. The army has broken into priests houses and
searched through all that belongs to the parish'.
Mgr Belo is more explicit in his letter to Mgr Lopes:

'The Church is being persecuted, our schools searched,
and our students interrogated. The residence of the Sale-
sian priests in Baucau was savagely searched by the Nans-
galas (Red Berets)'.

According to Amnesty International, a Catholic priest,
Fr Domingos Soares, was arrested in Ossu late in January
and has since disappeared.

Morrison report gravely
deficient: study
A detailed study has revealed serious deficiencies in the
official report of the Australian Parliamentary Dele
gation 's visit to East Timor last year but has also found that
the report confirms many of the claims made by East
Timorese about Indonesian rule.

The study, conducted by the Melbourne-based Timor In
formation Service, concludes that the Delegation was misled
on three key issues and that it failed to address the basic
question of Timorese attitudes.
The Delegation, led by the former Minister for Defence

in the Whitlam Government, Mr Bill Morrison MP,
visited East Timor from July 28 to August 1, 1983 and
presented its report to Parliament on September 6.

In a speech to the Australia-Indonesia Business
Cooperation Committee on Nov. 4 1983, Mr Hayden
claimed the report had made 'an important contribution to
informed debate in Australia'.

Delegation misled

According to the TIS study, however, 'there is clear
evide^e that the delegation was misled on three key issues:
International Red Cross activities, Fretilin-Indonesian
talks, and plans for a new Indonesian offensive'.
On ICRC activities, the report states that ICRC had

regular access to Comarca prison in Dili and makes no
mention of restrictions on ICRC aid programs. It was
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Sydney Mornins Herald, 27 July 1983.

The Indonesian commander, Colonel Purwanto and Frelilin leader Xanana
engaging in talks in East Timor in 1983. Colonel Purwanto told the
Australian Parliamentary delegation he had had no talks with Xanana.

misled on both counts. No main island prison had been
visited since November 1982 and ICRC's relief aid and

prison visitation programs on the main island were stopped
by the Indonesian authorities in July, before the Delega
tion's visit.

Likewise the report carries two false claims regarding the
Fretilin-Indonesia talks held in March 1983. According to
the report the delegation was told by Governor Carrascalao
that Fretilin made no demands for self-determination dur
ing the talks, but simply wanted to surrender. In June,
however, Fretilin diplomats in Lisbon, using documents
and photos supplied by Xanana himself, made it plain that
at the talks Fretilin demanded self-determination. Peter
Hastings' account, in which he cites a senior Indonesian
Government official, confirms this version. {Sydney Morning
Herald, 27June 1983)

Also according to the report, Indonesia's military com
mander in Timor, Colonel Purwanto, denied to the delega
tion that he had had any talks with the Fretilin leader,
Xanana. However photographs taken by Fretilin un-
mistakeably show Purwanto in talks with Xanana and the
Indonesian Government official cited by Peter Hastings
identified Purwanto and Carrascalao as being part of the
Indonesian side in the talks.

Colonel Purwanto also clearly misled the delegation as to
Indonesia's real military intentions in Timor. He told the
delegation on August 1 that Indonesia placed no time limit
on amnesty for Fretilin and stressed his 'hearts and minds
approach. Two weeks later General Benny Murdani an
nounced the Indonesian Government would 'use its armed
forces and all its arsenal' and 'show no mercy' if Fretilin
did not surrender. According to the TIS study there is a
clear body of evidence, including the clamping of restric
tions on ICRC's movements in July, to suggest that a
deadline had been set and a new offensive was already
scheduled for August/September.

Key question unanswered

The TIS study also found, as have others, (e.g. Geoffrey
Barker, The Age September 1983) that the Morrison party
completely failed to assess the Timorese people's views on
integration and their future. The brevity of the visit, the
constant presence of Indonesian officials etc., of course
rnade this sensitive task impossible. And the one clear
opportunity they had to get a non-integrationist Timorese
view was passed up when the Delegation leader. Bill Mor
rison, rejected a request put to him by Fretilin at a roadside
encounter to meet Fretilin leaders for an extended discus
sion.

Human rights abuses confirmed
The Morrison report, however, does confirm many of the
claims made by Timorese about Indonesian behaviour.

Timorese unhappy with
new family reunion
program
Though appreciative of its introduction, the East Timorese
community believes the new special humanitarian pro
gram announced in March by the Minister for Immi
gration and Ethnic Affairs, Mr Stewart West, does not go
far enough.
The program will benefit a specific group, namely East

Timorese outside East Timor before 29 February 1984 now
resident in either Portugal, Macau or Taiwan. The pro
gram allows Timorese in Australia to sponsor relatives to
the degree of first cousin (parent, spouse, child, brother,
sister, grandparent, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, first
cousin).
However Melbourne's Timorese welfare officer, Mr

Joao Goncalves, believes the program is too restrictive in
five ways:
• it should allow East Timorese to nominate relatives
beyond the degree of first cousin as was the case with the
1980 Fraser Government program (of which this new pro
gram is an extension);
• the program, despite its title, makes no provision for the
small group of Timorese living in refugee conditions in Por
tugal since 1976 who have been bypassed by successive pro
grams because they have no relatives in Australia;
• the program, unlike its predecessor, makes no provision
for East Timorese in Jakarta;
• the program makes no provision for minor children
abroad whose parents are still in East Timor but who have
close relatives in Australia (departmental policy in fact
favours the repatriation of these children to East Timor);
• the 6 month period allowed for applications is too short.

Fretilin proposes tripartite
talks
Fretilin is prepared to enter three-way talks with Portugal
and Indonesia over the future of East Timor, according to
Fretilin's foreign affairs spokesperson, Mr Mari Alkatiri.
Mr Alkatiri told a news conference in Lisbon on April 13

{Canberra Times, 14 April 1984) that no settlement for the
territory would have any practical effect unless the inde
pendence movement was included in the negotiations.

'' Whatever Portugal and Indonesia may decide between
them, we are the ones fighting an independence war in East
Timor," he said. "There can be no accord without us."

Life behind resistance lines

Portuguese President Eanes, reportedly dissatisfie wi
Government inactivity on the issue, requested the Por
guese PM, Mr Soares, early in April, to prepare apropos
on Timor. ,

It is not known when the Government will respon
Definitive Government policy, however, can only be de i
ed in cooperation with the President who has speci
powers under the Constitution to determine Timor po i y-
As Lisbon has not officially recognised the independence

of the territory, Portugal still remains the legal administer
ing power in East Timor despite Indonesia's occupation.

Ex-commando rates Fretilin
survival chances high
Fretilin's survival despite nearly 10 years of constant ofTen
sives by the vastly superior Indonesian army is no surprise
to a prominent Australian, Sir Bernard Callinan, accord
ing to a recent interview. {The Age, 25 May 1984)

Sir Bernard, 71, and chairman of the Australian Parlia
ment House Construction Authority, served in East Timor
as an officer and finally as commander of a small force o
Australian commandos during the second world war with
Japan.

His memoirs, Independent Company — the Australian army m
Portuguese Timor 1941-43, have recently been republished.

According to the interview. Sir Bernard believes from
his own experience that popular support and the rugged
nature of the countryside, not numbers, are the keys to sus
tained guerilla resistance in East Timor.
'At no time did Australia have more than 500 troops in

East Timor, yet they killed an estimated 1500 Japanese for
the loss of 40 and forced Japan to commit 15,000 men to the
island', says Sir Bernard.

Sir Bernard explained that the Australians harassed the
Japanese forces from the mountains south of Dili taking the
view that it was better to be the hunter than the hunted.
They split into platoons, each with an area to cover, sent out
constant patrols and specialised in ambushing the enemy-
The friendship of the Timorese was crucial to their sur
vival.

Sir Bernard believes that in today's guerilla war Fretilin
would have the added advantage of being Timorese, thus
enjoying the sympathy of many of their countrymen.

Sir Bernard said he felt that Australia had a debt to pay
because the Timorese kept 400 Australians alive when Aus
tralia could not.

He apparently believes, however, that Australia is
powerless to do more than give aid. Food aid in particular,
he believes, will be required as long as there is fighting in
Timor.

Aid group denied access
Access to East Timor has recently been denied to an
Australian service group, APEX, which was seeking to res
pond to a request for assistance made by a Church school in
the east of the territory.
The Fatumaca technical school run by the Salesian order

had requested technical assistance to help 'our pupils (who)
are very poor, most of them orphans of this war'.
On 16 March, 1984 the Indonesian Embassy in

Canberra responded to APEX's inquiry as follows: 'We
regret that it would not be possible to conduct a work party
in East Timor to build a secondary school or pavillion
because East Timor is a restricted area and visas would not be
granted. Neither would it be possible to send equipment to
furnish the technical laboratory. However it may be feasi
ble to do something similar in West Timor . . .'(emphasis
added).

f



Restrictions on iCRC
Program still in place
According; to the Indonesian daily Sinar Harapan (9
pTil 1984) the Indonesian Foreign Minister, Dr
ochtar, told the UN Secretary General during a re

cent visit to New York that the activities of inter
national aid organisations in East Timor 'had been
halted for a while when fighting occurred last year
but after that activities had been fully resumed', (emphasis

As far as the International Red Cross (ICRC) is
concerned, this is not so.

According to the May 1984 ICRC Bulletin the only
activity ICRC has resumed is the 'Protection Pro
gram', i.e. prison visits.
ICRC's food aid program on the main island re

mains suspended, reports the Bulletin. This program,
in cooperation with the Indonesian Red Cross, was
stopped in July last year after ICRC delegates were
refused access to all villages requiring assistance to

evaluate food and medical needs, says the Bulletin.
Reporting on its prison program, the Bulletin says

that so far one visit has been made during March to
Comarca prison in Dili (where they saw 259 de
tainees) and to a military hospital (where they saw 7
sick detainees). They hope to visit other places of
detention between May and October.
The last ICRC visit to detainees in East Timor was

in November 1982, the Bulletin reports, when
delegates saw 27 detainees in two places of detention
and nearly 3,800 displaced people on the island of
Atauro. The program on Atauro, never suspended,
is continuing. ICRC visited over 2000 displaced peo
ple there in March, according to the Bulletin.
The Bulletin reports that the ICRC's program of

repatriations and family reunions for people wishing
to go to Portugal and Australia has also continued.
Since the start of 1984, 81 people have been flown to
Portugal and 10 to Australia under ICRC auspices.
Last year 239 East Timorese benefitted from the pro
gram.

The TIS study points out that the delegation found, in
ter alia:

• violations of human rights have continued (p.33);
• mail into and out of Timor is censored;
• movement into and out of East Timor is controlled;
• detention without trial on Atauro is a human rights

violation;
• there is a continuing need for food aid programs by

international relief agencies;
• The resettlement program has caused considerable

political, social and economic disruption (pp. 74-5);
• real administrative power lies not with the local admin-

stration but with a Committee headed by General
Murdani (p.66).

Portuguese Bishops: 'the
injustice the Timorese
peopie suffer' must end
The issuing of a statement of concern by the Portuguese
Bishops is further evidence that the conviction is growing
within the general community, and particularly within the
Catholic Church, that the situation in East Timor is in
tolerable and must be ended.

In November last year the Indonesian Bishops broke
their long silence on the issue with a strongly worded open
letter of solidarity to the Church in East Timor in which
they said that the Church must be in the vanguard of the
search for peace and justice in East Timor, {cf. East Timor
Report No. 6)
The Dutch Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace

has also recently issued a statement.
In the opening paragraph of their statement, dated 28

March 1984, the Portuguese Bishops say they 'cannot
abstain from expressing publicly their great anxiety and
deep fell solidarity with the people of this martyred coun
try, the victims of a tragedy which befell it nearly nine
years ago, and which unhappily continues to date'.

Because of the centuries of historical association with
East Timor, the Portuguese Church cannot but feel in
volved with the situation, write the Bishops.

Whilst many 'serious errors' have been committed by
all parties it is essential to an understanding and solution
ol the Timor problem to appreciate Timorese a.spiralions,
the siaienK-nt savs.

'It would be an illusion to think that behind the sad

events that have developed in East Timor, there is no
strongly felt awareness of a national identity which refuses
to be repressed or annihilated'.
The statement continues: 'Timor aspires to the full ex

pression of its own identity. To impede this not only
means a physical genocide but also a cultural genocide,
the latter being worse than the first because it attacks both
the survivors and those who die, future generations as
well as present ones'.
In a clear expression of support for self-determination

the Bishops write that 'the Church can and should make
its voice heard so that the injustices suffered by the
Timorese people will cease and that the Timorese people
can, by themselves, in peace and freedom, determine
their own future'.

The statement concludes with an appeal to the Por
tuguese Government 'which has an historical, moral and
legal responsibility', to the Indonesian Government 'the
occupying power', to international organisations and to
East Timorese political leaders to find a solution which
while 'safeguarding the legitimate interests of each party
involved . . . assures the Timorese people its continuity
as an historical entity in its own eyes and in the eyes of
neighbouring countries'.

m

Amnesty fears for
'disappeared'
Amnesty International began an urgent campaign in
February on behalf of 23 people thought to have disap
peared after having been arrested some time since August
1983. They include Father Domingos Soares, a priest from
Ossu, Viqueque, who was arrested in Ossu late in January.
The others are:

Albino Lourdes

Domingo Seixas
Joao Bosco de Araujo
Porfirio Cursino
Eurico deJesus
Maria Nicolau dos Reyes
Jose de Sous a
David Ximenes

Belmiro Henrique
Helder Jordao de Araujo
Evandelino (primary teacher

at Balide, Dili)

Paulo Mesquita
Bonifacio Magno
A bel Ximenes

Fernando Soares

Agostinho (nurse employed
at Farma Zelia, Dili)

Antonio Piedade
Filomeno Paixao
Jose Henriques
Octavio Jordao de Araujo
Caetano de Sousa Gutteres
Francisco Calcona

Life behind resistance lines 1983.

It is thought some have been sent to regional command
headquarters in Bali or to Atauro. Others may be held at a
newly constructed prison in Becora on the outskirts of Dili.
Amnesty has also received reports of several hundred

arrests in East Timor between August 1983 and the end of
January 1984.

Appeals on behalf of these detainees should be sent to-
President Suharto, Brigadier General Sutarto,
Istana Negara, Commander KODAM XVI
Jalan Veteran, Udayana,
Jakarta, Indonesia. Denpasar,

Bali, Indonesia.
Copies of appeals should be sent to Indonesian

diplomatic representatives in your country.

Most Timorese reject
integration: Dutch Church
agen^
A study of the East Timor question carried out by
Holland's Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace has
concluded that 'integration (with Indonesia) is not in con
formity with the will of the majority of the Timorese
people'.
The Commission is an official agency of the Dutch

Bishops Conference. Its report, prepared over several
months, was released in April.
Other conclusions in the report are:

1. 'to date the people of East Timor have not been able to
exercise their right to self-determination';
2. 'in the near future East Timor cannot expect much help
from the UN nor from any of its members. The position of
Australia and the USA is primarily based on other political
considerations, not on the realisation of the right to self-
determination';

3. 'the 1975 civil war can never (be used) to justify the (In
donesian) invasion'. The cruelties, death toll, etc. accom
panying the latter far exceed the suffering of the civil war,
says the Commission;
4. the resistance is far bigger and has 'a far broader social
basis than the Indonesian authorities would have us
believe';

5. 'the circumstances have created a relation of confidence
between the Catholic Church and the people'.
The report argues that the only acceptable long term

solution is a political .solution based on the right of the East
Timorese people to self-determination.

With regard to the short-term humanitarian situation it

I Timorese Church leader
I asks 'free world to
I open its eyes'
1  77ie following letter was written on 16 February
I  1984 by the head of the Catholic Church in East |
I Timor, Mgr. Carlos Belo, to his predecessor, Mgr. |
I Martinho da Costa Lopes, in Lisbon. In the letter he \
I  appeals Ho the free world to open its eyes to the bar- }
I  barities of which the Indonesians are capable'. Mgr. |
I Belo 'must be heeded', wrote Peter Hastings in the |
I  Sydney Morning Herald on 14 May, 1984. \
I  'We are now in worse socio-political conditions. As you |
I  know the situation has become worse since August 8th. In j
j  all administrative areas people have been imprisoned (in |
I  Dili alone 600 people) and now they are goingto be tried in |
I  military courts. Other people have disappeared. We do not I
I  know if these courts are impartial and if there are defense |
I  lawyers ... j
j  'In the areas of Lospalos, Viqueque, Baucau and Ainaro j
I  the war exists and the populations are encircled. They suf- |
I  fer from sickness, hunger, lack of liberty and persecution. I
I  In Lospalos alone there are ten battalions and these bapaks i
I  (Indonesians) cannot win the war. They thought they j
I  would clean up the situation by the end of December 1983, j
I  but now we are already in February and the end of the |
!  military operation cannot be seen. They (the Indonesians) I
I  started again to mobilize the civilian populations in the ad- |
I  ministrative areas of Covalima, Ainaro, Same, Manatuto, j
J  Baucau and Viqueque. We are surprised how in this coun- I
I  try with so many battalions, helicopters, tanks and |
j  bombers they still need the support of the rayat (local j
I  population). And there the men go armed with sticks and |
I  swords, leaving their riceflelds and gardens. I
j  'It is misery, Monsignor! The Red Cross does not enter I
I  the prisons, nor can I celebrate Eucharist for the political |
I  prisoners in the Komarca (a Dili prison). !
■  'In Muapitini (Lospalos) and Iliomar there were |
I  'popular judgments' — this means people implicated for |
!  having contacts with the mountain areas were killed in I
I  front of the other inhabitants by knife, and by beating with
I  sticks, and by their own family members . . . And the
I  bapak (Indonesian) laughs with contentment, rubs his
I  hands together and says that it is not his fault . . . It is a
j  macabre situation that we are living in. This is more or less
I  a pale image of what we are going through.
I  'I ask you, Monsignor, to continue to pray for us and to
j  launch an appeal to the free world to open its eyes to the
I  barbarities of which the Indonesians are capable. The
!  Church is being persecuted and accused and our schools
I  are being searched and the students are being interrogated.
I  The residence of the Salesian priests in Baucau was savage-
I  ly searched by the Nanggalas (elite Indonesian military
I  units).
!  'Well, Monsignor, I hope this letter will reach your

!  hands.' Carlos Filipe X. Belo
!  Apostolic Administrator

argues that 'both the people of East Timor and the three
operational aid organisations would greatly benefit from
the following measures —
• the ending of all military actions
• the cancellation of the 'resettlement' policy
• the removal of obstacles to free movement and free speech
• the access of the International Red Cross to all political
prisoners and the fair treatment of all prisoners'.
The Dutch Government and Church organisations

should urge these measures on the Indonesian Govern
ment. The Dutch and other Governments should be urged
to end deliveries of arms to Indonesia, the Commission
concludes.



Editorial: ACFOA East Timor Report No. 7, June 1984

How Australia can stop

the fighting in East Timor

*East Timor is a running sore. They have tried the hearts-and-minds approach and it didn't wash.
Now they have gone back to the big stick policy and it doesn't seem to be working much better.
This thing is going to go on and on until we all get old'.
Western military attache after a visit to East Timor (Toronto Globe and Mail, 10 February 1984)

'Armed groups can hold out for a very long time if they have support. This support can come from
outside and it can also come from inside. Usually the most decisive factor is the support from inside,
i.e. from the people. Experience shows that if this kind of support is to be handled, it cannot be done
only by military means.'
Editorial on East Timor in the Indonesian newspaper 29 December 1983.

^he war in East Timor will go on and on for as long as natural justice and freedom are denied to the
East Timorese people.'

da Costa Lopes (former head of the Catholic Church in*^^ast Timor) in a speech to the UN Com
mission on Human Rights, 21 February 1984.

The war in East Timor is now in its ninth tragic
year. Yet there is every prospect, as the witnesses
quoted above testify, that like West Irian it will
continue for another nine years, into the 1990s
and quite probably beyond — unless Indonesia and
uer allies, such as Australia, radically re-think their
position.
The staggering human cost (on both sides) and

he political destabilising potential of another
decade or more of war in Timor must surely be an
intolerable spectre to both Jakarta and Canberra.

What compassion and the politics of national
interest dictate is a real solution to the issue. In
the first instance, however, this search for a lasting
solution must entail a recognition by Jakarta that
Its Timor policy to date has been an utter failure,
as the recent Merdeka editorial referred to above
^'tt^ates in its subtle Javanese way.
The last nine years have shown convincingly not

only that Indonesia has not been able to win the
war in East Timor outright (despite enormous odds
in her favour) hut also that the excessive application
of the military option has been counterproductive.
Brute force has generated resistance, of both the
attitudinal and guerilla kind, not eliminated it. More
repression in the years ahead will only further
politicise the East Timorese and create more anti
pathy, thereby ensuring that the cycle of violence
continues.

General Jusuf's decimation of Fretilin in the late
1970s may have seemed like the end at the time.
But the fact is that Fretilin, virtually from nothing,
rebuilt itself so successfully that Jusuf's successor
as Commander-in-Chief of the Indonesian iVmed
Forces, General Benny Murdani, has been compelled
to commit thousands more troops to yet another
offensive. Conceivably he may win this battle but

the record shows it will not amount to winning the
war, so entrenched and militant now is the hostility
of the Timorese at every level of their society,
including the highly influential Catholic Church.

True Jakarta has also tried a so-called 'hearts
and minds' approach. But the developmental and
relief concessions involved have been so marginal
for the bulk of the Timorese and so far outweighed
by the intensity of their experience of repression
that their impact has been minimal.
As things are at the moment, then. East Timor

faces the alarming prospect of joining the ranks of
those societies where violence has become institu
tionalised as a permanent feature of life because
there has been a failure to redress a fundamental
injustice.

There are many who believe that Australia can
still play a constructive role in the search for the
just and lasting peace that is so badly needed in
East Timor. To do soj however, Canberra must step
back from the support for Jakarta on the issue that
has now characterised three successive governments.

Going all the way with Suharto is no solution.
The last nine years have demonstrated that. Re
uniting a few families and moving in with aid to
pick up the pieces is no solution, laudable though
these activities are in themselves. The cycle of
violence in East Timor has to be broken — for the
sake of the Timorese primarily but also for the
sake of Australian-Indonesian relations which have
also been a casualty of the war and will suffer even
more the longer conflict persists.
On this issue, instead of supporting Indonesia

Australia should play the role of honest broker,
drawing on its considerable reserves of international
diplomatic credit to win the support of other
governments for a negotiated solution to the con-



flict. Fretilin has signalled its support for such a
move, as has Portugal. The United Nations also
currently favours this approach, its Secretary-
General having been directed in 1982 to bring the
parties involved to the conference table. In fact it
is reliably reported than an Austrsdian initiative, no
matter how discreet, would be enthusiastically
received by the Secretary- General whose efforts so
far have yielded little for want of international
support.
No honest attempt to solve the issue, however,

can afford to ignore the East Timorese people and
Fretilin, both of whom would have to be fully
consulted and involved in any talks. Any striking
of cheap deals behind their backs is bound to fail.

As the Portuguese Bishops wisely pointed out in
their statement of March this year, 'It would be an
illusion to think that behind the sad events that
have developed in East Timor, there is no strongly
felt awareness of a national identity which refuses
to be repressed or annihilated'.

This peace proposal is modest and free of
coercive measures. It is also ambitious and will not
be easy to put into effect, given the hawkishness
of the Indonesian Generals currently in power.
The alternative, however, is to do nothing and

let the cycle of repression and rebellion, with its
incalculable political and human repercussions, 'go
on and on until we all get old'.

Pat Walsh

Editor, ACFOA East Timor Report



IN BRIEF

India calls for negotiations on
Timor

The Indian Foreign Minister, Mr Narasimha Rao,
discussed East Timor with President Eanes of Portugal
during a visit to Lisbon in April.

According to Diario de Nolicias (13 April 1984), Mr Rao
expressed the hope that a negotiated solution acceptable to
both sides (Portugal and Indonesia) could be worked out.

India, the leader 6f the Non-Aligned Movement, of
which Indonesia is a member, enjoys very close relations
with Jakarta, according to the report.

Brazil reiterates support for
self-determination
The Brazilian Foreign Minister, Mr Ramiro Saraiva Guer-
reiro, recently reiterated Brazil's continuing support for
self-determination in East Timor in accordance with UN
resolutions.

The Minister visited Portugal in April for talks with the
Portuguese Foreign Minister, Jaime Gama.

According to Diario de Noticias (8 April 1984) the Minister
considers the integration of East Timor into Indonesia as ' a
fact* but observed that 'it may be possible to negotiate a
special arrangement which will give some satisfaction to
both the people of East Timor and the Portuguese Govern
ment'. Any solution must be acceptable to both sides, he
said.

Australian military aid to
Indonesia
Indonesia is the second largest recipient of Australian
military aid after Papua New Guinea which received
$17.13 million in 1982-3. From July 1972 to the end of next
June, Indonesia will have received a total of $140.6 million
under Australia's military aid program, all of it non
repayable. {Sydney Morning Herald, 18 April, 1984)

23 US Senators call for greater
relief agency access to Timor
A bi-partisan group of 23 US Senators has asked the US
Secretary of State, George Schultz, to seek urgent 'full-
time and unrestricted access' to East Timor for inter
national relief agencies.

In a letter dated 5 April, 1984, the Senators, led by
Republican Dave Durenberger, argue that 'such a
presence could go a long way to curbing abuses and aiding
in food distribution' as well as providing reliable informa
tion on the actual situation.

In December 105 members of the US Congress wrote to
President Reagan expressing concern over reports of a new
Indonesian offensive in Timor.

In their letter the Senators remind the Secretary of State
that East Timor 'was invaded and forcibly annexed by
Indonesia in 1975' and that 'the United States continues,
rightly, to hold that no legitimate act of self-determination
took place on East Timor when the Portuguese withdrew
and the Indonesians invaded'.
The Senators say their letter has beer prompted by the

breakdown of talks between Fretilin and Indonesia, 'the
resumption of full-scale fighting', and the regular reports of

'systematic abuses of human rights', 'relocation', 'deten
tion', 'denial of visitation', 'atrocities', 'torture' and
'hunger'.

While acknowledging that some of these reports may be
untrue they say that 'under the circumstances we feel the
same confusion and concern which prompted us to write in
late 1982'.

Among the letter's signatories are the Presidential can
didate, Gary Hart (Dem. Colorado), the New York
Senators Daniel Patrick Moynihan (Dem.) and Alfonse M.
D'Amato (Rep.), plus Bill Bradley (Dem. New Jersey) and
Ghristopher J. Dodd (Dem. Connecticut).
Senator Dave Durenberger's address is: 12S 6tk Street, 1020
Plymouth Bldg., Minneapolis, MN 55402, USA.

Portuguese challenge Reagan's
passivity on Timor
A broad-based group of prominent Portuguese citizens has
criticised President Reagan for remaining silent and inac
tive in the face of the violence and suffering in East Timor.
The accusation is contained in an open letter to the Presi

dent, "delivered to the US Embassy in Lisbon on March 12.
The letter's 133 signatories include a former PM, ex-

ministers, 50 MPs, writers, academics and other promi
nent personalities from all sides of Portuguese society.

Noting the extent of the violence in East Timor the letter
observes 'we have no knowledge of any public or firm
denunciation made by Your Excellency nor do we know of
any measures taken to put an end to this deeply inhuman
situation'.

The letter reminds the President that he is uniquely well
placed to intervene in defence of the human rights of the
East Timorese because 'most of the armaments used by
Indonesia are of US origin'.
The letter also urges the President 'to support the activity

of the Secretary-General of the UN, aimed at findinga just
solution*.

East Timorese appeal to the
Pope
An open letter to PopeJohn Paul II from the East Timorese
refugee community in Australia was hand delivered to the
Papal Nunciature in Port Moresby at the start of the Papal
visit to Papua New Guinea on 7 May.*

Noting that the Pope was in the neighbourhood of East
Timor on his 'first visit as Pope to our region", the
Timorese say they have turned to him because after nine
years we have lost faith in governments .
'The rights and aspirations of small peoples are of little

account to them it seems to us', the letter reads. We reject
their secular 'solutions', founded as they are on pragmatic
self-interest and arrived at without consideration of the
Christian values of peace and justice, without consultation
with the East Timorese people, and without consideration
of their true welfare'.

However Timorese have been greatly encouraged, the
letter continues, by recent statements of concern by the
Catholic Bishops of Portugal, Indonesia and East Timor.
'We sincerely believe that if your Holiness were to add

your influence to theirs the search for peace and justice in
East Timor would be significantly advanced'.

*According to the US National Catholic Reporter (24
February 1984) the Pope's decision to cancel Indonesiafrom the list
ofcountries he recently visited in Asia was prompted primarily by the
Indonesian Bishops decision in November to publicly express their
concern over the situation in East Timor.
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